SCRAM at Woodbridge High School
December 1, 2018
8AM - 3:30PM
Activity Descriptions
Lip Dub Competition (NEW)
Starting this year, there will be a Lip Dub competition where students can come together and
create a Lip Dub with their chapter before SCRAM to submit to a competition! The votes will be
taken at SCRAM, and the winning video will be shown during the closing ceremony. For further
inspiration, please search “Woodbridge High School Lip Dub 2015” on Youtube! These videos
don’t need to be high quality, and can even be taken on a mobile phone camera to any song of
your choice, original, or a main-stream song! The videos will be due on November 25 at
11:59PM sent to woodbridgehighjcl@gmail.com as video file, with a maximum time limit of one
minute and 30 seconds, with your school name in the subject title. If you have any questions,
please email Wendy Nawa at southernrep@cajcl.org!
*The copyright rules are still applicable to this Lip Dub Challenge, and can be found under
Graphic Arts in the White Booklet.
Do not use any copyrighted characters or ideas unless you submit a copy of written permission
from the holder of the copyright as detailed below.
a. If the work or idea you want to use was first published after 1924, it is probably
protected by copyright. You must obtain permission in writing and submit it with your
project. We will accept e-mails. Start early. It sometimes takes months to get permission.
If something published after 1924 is NOT copyrighted, we need written proof of that too.
b. All copyrighted material must be appropriately cited

LUDI
Mini Golf (NEW)
Experience Hercules’ 12 labors while accomplishing a task of your own: completing a 12-hole
game of mini golf with your fellow amici et amicae.
Capture the Flag
Live the life like Prometheus as you steal fire (a flag) from the gods (your opponent) and give the
fire to the humans! (your team)
Ultimate Frisbee
Have the opportunity to put your frisbee skills into action by playing a game of ultimate frisbee!
Basketball
Shoot those hoops with your fellow comites!

Fugepilam (dodgeball)
Dodge(the)ball at one of SCRAM’s most renowned events!
Ping Pong
It’s like tennis but on a table.
MISC.
Open Certamen
Have you watched Jeopardy and knew the answers to every single clue? Are your thumbs trained
to buzz at a lightning speed? Then, Open Certamen is the activity for you! You will join with
students from schools all over Southern California to answer questions about Latin grammar,
Roman history, mythology, and the occasional questions about modern culture.
STEM Challenge
Students will be able to create teams and compete to build and decorate a small boat to see
whose boat floats the most weight before sinking!
Project Runway
Let your imagination Runway! Show your inner fashionista and call upon your muse to make a living
effigy of an olympian god(dess)!

Illustrated Quotes
Pictures speak a thousand words. But here, you will be prompted to make an illustration based on
a short quote. Use your imagination and interpret the quote artistically. You will be judged based
on the interpretation and style!
Roman Speed Dating
Meet your mate! Save the date!
Roman Rap Battle
At this event, you will be presenting a rap! Make a rap about a classical topic such as history, a
character, or something even more unique! You will be judged on your creativity and delivery!
Make sure it is clean and age appropriate!
Jelly Bean Mosaic
Romans used small pieces of glass and stone to make their mosaics. Sadly, they were not able to
eat these. Here, you will make some sweet artwork and make everyone jelly of your absolutely
amazing mosaic!
Impromptu Art
Minerva, goddess of the arts, said to her followers, “I’m prompting you... to make art!
Immediately!” Her followers didn’t know what to do, so they just took random things and began
to make pieces of art. And so, impromptu art was born.

